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Abstract

Events can be understood in terms of their temporal structure. Here, we draw on several bodies of research to construct an analysis of how people use event structure in perception, understanding, planning, and action. Philosophy provides a grounding for the basic units of events and actions. Perceptual psychology provides an analogy to object perception: Like objects, events belong to categories and, like objects, events have parts. These relationships generate two hierarchical organizations for events: taxonomies and partonomies. Event partonomies have been studied by looking at how people segment activity as it happens. Structured representations of events can relate partonomy to goal relationships and causal structure; such representations have been shown to drive narrative comprehension, memory and planning. Computational models provide insight into how mental representations might be organized and transformed. These different approaches to event structure converge on an explanation of how bottom-up and top-down processing interact in event perception and conception.
“I claim not to have controlled events, but confess plainly that they have controlled me.” —Abraham Lincoln

“Temporal aspects of behavior are among the most compelling in experience and among the most easily measured of all of behavior’s unnumbered characteristics. Despite the saliency of the time dimension however, little is known about the actual arrangement of behavior along its temporal axis.” (Barker, 1963)

The human mind has a gift for bringing order to chaos. The world presents nothing but continuity and flux, yet we seem to perceive activity as consisting of discrete events that have some orderly relations. This ability guides our understanding of what is happening, helps control our actions in the midst of it, and forms the basis of our later recollection of what took place. An inability to perceive events as such would be even more debilitating than an inability to perceive objects—a hyperbole of blindsight. This paper addresses the processes of event structure perception and the knowledge structures on which it relies.

We will take an event to be a segment of time at a given location that is perceived by an observer to have a beginning and an end. We will call the process by which observers identify these beginnings and endings, and their relations, event structure perception. In the sections that follow we take a series of excursions into the several literatures that address mental representations of events. The first takes up the philosophy of actions and event descriptions, providing a logical foundation for events. The second surveys the literature on object perception, contributing heuristic analogies—and dis-analogies—to event
perception. The third goes into real-time methods for studying event structure, providing direct evidence of how people understand events as they happen. The fourth reviews how events can be characterized in terms of their qualitative and quantitative features, pointing to how structure within event units contributes to structured relations between them. The fifth describes theories of the mental representations that capture such relations between components of events. The sixth examines how artificial intelligence models have used structured event representations to understand stories and plan action. Following these excursions, we conclude by pointing to conclusions on which these disparate literatures converge.

The Logical Structure of Events

A science of event perception needs its atoms. Recent philosophy has made foundational contributions to two ontological issues: What are the basic units of action? What are events? Our discussion relies heavily on an excellent collection of important papers edited by Casati and Varzi (1996). Readers more interested in the psychological issues than the philosophical debates may wish to skip to the last paragraph of this section.

Atomic Components of Events: Basic Actions

Contemporary philosophy has provided an instructive analysis of the atomic units of actions, which may be of substantial value to psychological theory. However, two caveats are in order. First, “action” is not synonymous with “event.” Many of the events we observe are actions (hitting a foul ball, buying a car) but many are not (a candle blowing out on a windy day, a partial eclipse). Actions are performed intentionally by actors, so they are less general than events. Next, actions happen objectively in the world, while for our purposes as psychologists events arise in the perception of observers. That said,
Danto (1963) defines a basic action as follows: “B is a basic action of a if and only if (i) B is an action and (ii) whenever a performs B, there is no other action A performed by a such that B is caused by A.” Goldman (1970) offers a critique of this definition and a replacement. In Goldman’s definition, the notion of causal dependence (in ii) is replaced by a more general kind of supervenience called “level-generation.” Examples of basic actions for most people under both definitions include “raising one’s hand,” as in signaling to answer a question, and “moving one’s head,” as in craning one’s neck to see better. Note that while both raising one’s hand and moving one’s head are basic actions, neither signaling to answer a question nor craning one’s neck to see better is. The latter are non-basic actions derivative of the two respective basic acts. Basic actions identify a class of actions that are logical as well as behavioral primitives: All basic actions are importantly physically primitive, but not all physically primitive actions are basic actions (e.g., craning one’s neck to see better).

What are events?

Regarding the second question, contemporary analytic philosophy has made a number of proposals as to how to characterize events. One is to treat events as logical particulars, as constants that can bind variables in first-order predicate calculus (Davidson, 1966/1996). Sentences like “Phoebe fed a coelecanth” are thus treated as “There exists an event x such that Fed(Phoebe, coelecanth, x).” On this account, events are individuated with regard to their causal properties; if one event can substitute for another in all its causal relations, the two are identical. This logical argument can be taken to support an ontological conclusion that events have the same ontological status as objects such as Phoebes and coelecanths (Davidson, 1970/1996b). However, this conclusion has been vigorously disputed (Hacker, 1982/1996). Horgan (1978/1996) has argued against events as particulars based on parsimony,
suggesting instead that talk about events be reduced to talk about facts. Horgan argues that while Davidson’s (1970/1996a) proposal works technically, if one rejects the ontological claims the reductive strategy is simpler and therefore a better theory.

An alternative is that events are not particulars, but exemplifications of a property $P$ by some substance (particular) $x$ at time $t$ (Kim, 1975/1996). This has the psychologically problematic feature of being ontologically promiscuous. It provides no constraints on the number and range of properties a single object can exemplify at a single time, so the number of events in which it participates is unbounded. However, this is not necessarily a fault when considered from the viewpoints of ontology or logic. Bennett (1996), in attempting to constrain the proliferation of events allowed under this view, argues that what might be unbounded are not property-exemplifications per se, but descriptions of property-exemplifications. Bennett also considers the possibility that events might be temporal parts of objects, but rejects it on the grounds that it fails to cover some well-known cases. For example, if a ball is both heating and rotating, one may wish to refer to these as separate events, though they involve the same thing over the same time-period. This apparent failing may represent a real break between the goals of philosophy and of psychology. The fact that the temporal-part proposal fails to treat these as separate events seems intuitively plausible as a description of an observer’s experience, though it may be inappropriate for some aspects of formal description.

The simplest proposal as to what events are was made by Quine (1985/1996): Simply treat events as objects. That is, regard events as bounded regions of space-time. What we typically think of as objects (chairs and tables) are one family of bounded space-time regions, events are another. This is similar in spirit to Davidson’s (1970/1996a) events-as-particulars account, but more
radical. In psychology, Miller and Johnson-Laird (1976, p. 87) have made a related proposal, that events are dynamic objects and what we call “objects” are concrete objects. One feature of Quine’s proposal is that it eliminates the difficulties involved with individuating events based on their causal relations. It is also the philosophical definition closest in spirit to the psychological definition given earlier. The latter (a segment of time at a given location perceived by an observer to have a beginning and an end) simply defines a psychological event as the perceptual experience of a Quine-event.

This excursion into philosophy provides three insights into the psychology of events. First, actions can be analyzed into primitives and relations, suggesting a similar strategy can be fruitfully applied to events. Second, though one can construct a respectable argument that logical talk of events should be reduced to talk about facts, such logical sanitization may be psychologically implausible. Third, one can also reasonably argue for treating events as one treats objects. In the next excursion, we will show there are powerful psychological reasons for doing so.

**Lessons from Objects**

Event perception can be regarded as the *temporally extended* analog of object perception: Events are objects in the manifold of the three dimensions of space plus the one dimension of time. Indeed, Asch (cited in Newtson, Hairfield, Bloomingdale, & Cutino, 1987) described events as *gestalts* in the stream of activity that flows through time, much in the same spirit as Quine’s (1985/1996) argument for equivalent treatment of objects and events. On that view the distinction between what we call “events” and what we call “objects” in everyday language marks the presence of interesting temporal structure; formally they are the same. Observers recognize objects by their distinctive shapes, colors, textures, tactile properties, and motion. They recognize events
based on these features of their component objects and configurations of objects, but also on the basis of their temporal structure. In this section we will take this analogy seriously, and will see that many attributes of object perception generalize naturally to events.

Objects have boundaries in space. A coffee cup takes up a certain amount of space of a certain shape. One can perceptually identify where it is and where it is not. Similarly, events have boundaries in time. The event “picking up a coffee cup” has a beginning and an end; it takes up a certain amount of time. Events also are psychologically bounded in space. A particular instance of picking up a coffee cup occurs at a particular location that can be spatially bounded like the coffee cup itself. (In what follows, we will mostly assume that the spatial boundedness of events is more-or-less accounted for by a theory of perception of the objects involved. This is a natural assumption, but one that could bear some empirical attention.)

**Parts of Objects**

Objects have parts with a particular spatial configuration. A car has parts like doors, windows, an engine, wheels, and seats. These parts can in turn be divided into sub-parts; for example, a seat generally consists of a bench, a back, a seatbelt, and a headrest. The hierarchical relationship between parts and sub-parts constitutes a partonomy (Miller & Johnson-Laird, 1976; Tversky, 1990; Tversky & Hemenway, 1984). Partonomic relationships give rise to distinctive spatial configurations that can be of use in categorizing objects. In some situations objects can be quickly classified based on their shape (Rosch, 1978). Where parts join, they give rise to distinctive physical features: contour discontinuities or maxima in local curvature (Biederman, 1985; Hoffman & Richards, 1984).
There is evidence that people depend especially heavily on these perceptual features that discriminate parts when identifying objects: When contour discontinuities are deleted from line drawings of objects, this interferes more with categorizing the objects than the deletion of smooth contours of similar size (Biederman, 1985). This fact has been taken as evidence for a process of object recognition by components (Biederman, 1987). Another possibility is that distinctive cues are used directly without recovering part structure per se; this view has received support from experiments demonstrating view-dependent object-recognition (e.g., Bülthoff, Edelman, & Tarr, 1995; Tarr, 1995). However, the relevance of the empirical finding for present purposes stands, independent of the theoretical interpretation: Contour discontinuities, associated with parts, are important for object recognition.

**Taxonomies and the Basic Level**

A partonomy is one common form of hierarchical structure that characterizes objects. Another hierarchy that characterizes objects is a taxonomy, which is based on “kind of” (rather than “part of”) relationships. For example “Jeep Wagoneer” is a kind of “Automobile,” which in turn is a kind of “Vehicle.” Taxonomic hierarchies also apply to events. For example, “Frisbee Golf” is an (atypical) kind of “Golf,” which in turn is a kind of “Sport.” Note that it is important to avoid conflating taxonomic and partonomic hierarchies (Miller & Johnson-Laird, 1976; Tversky, 1990). Principles that have been demonstrated for the former may not generalize to the latter.

Objects and events, then, can be referred to at varying levels of abstraction. In classic studies, Rosch and her colleagues showed that one level, the basic level, is more privileged in perception, action, and language. That level, the level of “table” rather than “furniture” or “coffee table,” conveys the relatively greatest amount of information (Rosch, 1978; Rosch & et al., 1976).
Members of basic-level categories have more objective similarity in shape than objects at a superordinate or subordinate level, and are easier to recognize when their shapes are averaged together. They have more common motor movements directed toward them than superordinate categories (but not than subordinate categories). They are the most abstract categories for which an image can be generated. Naming instances is fastest at the basic level (Rosch, 1978). Basic-level categories are the categories favored by adults in a neutral context, and tend to be the earliest concepts learned by children.

Objects can be viewed both taxonomically and partonomically. Each organizes information differently and promotes different inferences. Taxonomic organization promotes reasoning about intrinsic properties: “Coelecanth” is a member of the taxonomic category “fish;” therefore, it is likely to have gills. Partonomic organization promotes reasoning from physical structure to function and cause: If a snout and a spout are both sub-parts of a given white whale, the appearance of one is a good signal for the presence of the other (Tversky, 1990; Tversky & Hemenway, 1984).

Partonomies and Taxonomies of Events

Partonomy

Like objects, events can be viewed as organized into partonomic hierarchies. Barker and Wright (1954) provide a wonderful example, reproduced here as Figure 1. The figure shows how part-of relationships in activity can be traced from moments to years (with perhaps absurd consequences at the extremes). Barker and Wright also found that behavior in natural situations is in fact naturally described hierarchically. In extensive observations of children going about their daily lives, 73% of the behavior episodes recorded were at least partially coextensive with other nearby episodes.
Of these, 90% of the overlaps were partonomic relationships (enclosed or enclosing). This suggests that much naturally occurring behavior is in fact perceived by observers as partonomically organized. Moreover, within relatively homogenous samples of participants there is good agreement about what make up the typical parts of everyday activities (e.g., Bower, Black, & Turner, 1979; Slackman, Hudson, & Fivush, 1986).

Event partonomies may have a privileged level at which cognition is particularly fluent. Barker and Wright (1954) argue for such a level, which they call a behavior episode. “Behavior episodes are analogous to physical objects which can be seen with the ‘naked eye.’ They are the common ‘things’ of behavior; they correspond to the stones, chairs, and buildings of the physical world” (p. 6). Examples of behavior episodes include: a group of boys moving a crate across a pit, a girl exchanging remarks with her mother, a boy going home from school. Six characteristics tend to mark the boundaries of behavior episodes (p. 235):

1. A change in the “sphere” of the behavior between verbal, social, and intellectual.
2. A change in the predominant part of the body.
3. A change in the physical direction of the behavior.
4. A change in the object of the behavior.
5. A change in the behavior setting.
6. A change in the tempo of the activity.

At the boundaries between behavior episodes, at least one of these changes usually occurs.
Another approach to characterizing a privileged partonomic level for events has identified it with the *scene* level in a script theory of story understanding. For example, the scenes in the “restaurant” script are “entering,” “ordering,” “eating,” and “exiting” (Schank & Abelson, 1977). People seem to show good agreement for what constitute the scenes in an activity (Bower et al., 1979). Further, when presented with subordinate-level actions, people tend to make inferences up to the scene level; but when presented with information at the scene level, they are relatively unlikely to make downward inferences (Abbott, Black, & Smith, 1985).

**Taxonomy**

Again like objects, events can be viewed as organized into taxonomic hierarchies. Events can be described at a variety of taxonomic levels, of which there seems to be a preferred basic level. As with objects, the number of features listed for events increases greatly from the superordinate to the basic level, but not very much from the basic to the subordinate level (Hemeren, 1996; Morris & Murphy, 1990; Rifkin, 1985). Following the research program of Rosch and her colleagues, Morris and Murphy (1990) applied a set of converging methods to look for characteristic features of basic-level categories in the domain of events. In one experiment, they presented participants with excerpts from event descriptions (e.g., “scream during the scary parts”) and then asked them to verify a category label at one of three levels: subordinate (“horror movie”), basic (“movie”) and superordinate (“entertainment”). (Half of the time an incorrect category label was presented.) Responses were fastest to the basic-level labels. In another experiment, participants read simple stories and then were asked to name them. They tended to use basic-level names, except when subordinate-level names were required to distinguish between stories. Morris and Murphy did find one way in which event categories differed from what is typically found
for object categories: Event categories were most differentiated at the subordinate level, rather than the basic level. That is, rated within-category similarity increased more from the basic level to the subordinate level than from the superordinate level to the basic level.

The scene level of a script has also been identified as “basic-level,” based on the special properties of scenes described previously (Abbott et al., 1985), and by a similar argument one might want to apply the “basic-level” label to behavior episodes (Barker & Wright, 1954). However, as noted by Abbott, et al., the hypothesis that the scene level is basic in the sense used by Rosch and her colleagues (Rosch, 1978) risks a category mistake. The scene is a level in a partonomic hierarchy, while the “basic-level” is typically used to refer to a level of abstraction in a taxonomic hierarchy. While there may be a general sense in which the notion of the basic level can be imported from taxonomies to partonomies, some aspects are bound not to transfer. It seems safer to refer to privileged partonomic levels such as behavior episodes or scenes distinctly, rather than to use “basic-level” to refer to parts as well as kinds.

There is a potential confusion between the notion of a basic-level event and of a basic action described previously, because both contain the word “basic.” Basic-level events refer to a psychologically privileged taxonomic level, while basic actions refer to a foundational causal level.

Where Parts and Kinds Meet

The special features of basic-level event categories are analogous to the non-accidental convergence of perceptual and conceptual features of object categories. Basic-level objects tend to be those that have well-defined parts (Tversky, 1990; Tversky & Hemenway, 1984). Parts dominate the new features that are added in going from the superordinate level to the basic level. Different basic-level categories differ in the parts their members contain, while
subordinates within a basic-level category share many parts. Knowledge about parts is contained in concepts that address the function of objects and how parts interact. Moreover, we have already seen that partonomic structure gives rise to distinctive perceptual features: Junctions of parts form perceptually distinctive inflections (Biederman, 1985; Hoffman & Richards, 1984). Thus, conceptual information about how objects work and how parts fit together aligns naturally with perceptual characteristics of objects.

The same may be true for events. When asked to identify event boundaries, people tend to divide activity at locations that correspond to maxima in the number of physical features that are changing. In one analysis, films of human activity were first divided into natural parts by naïve viewers. The position of the actors was then coded using dance notation. The locations in time where the naïve observers had segmented the activity tended to corresponding to points at which the positions of actors’ bodies were changing the most (Newtson, Engquist, & Bois, 1977). In the analogy between objects and events, these maxima in feature changes are like contour discontinuities in objects. They mark the boundaries of parts, and correspond to locations of maximal perceptual change. As with objects, there is evidence that these points are particularly important for event identification. When slide shows are made from a movie of some activity, sequences made of perceptually-identified event part boundaries are more intelligible (i.e. better categorized) than sequences of non-event part boundaries (Newtson & Engquist, 1976). Similarly, low-bandwidth transmission of sign language is improved by selectively choosing frames in which the most change occurs (Parish, Sperling, & Landy, 1990). There is evidence that young infants are able to use such perceptual event boundaries to count events, even in the midst of continuous activity (Wynn, 1996).
Thus, there is a range of time-scales within which humans are sensitive to event part structure. However, this range is surely limited, and the kinds of features that are salient at different time-scales may vary, just as the kinds of visual features to which humans are sensitive varies with spatial scale. The smallest psychologically reified events, on the order of a few seconds, may be defined primarily in terms of simple physical changes. Think of a person grasping another’s hand, the hands going up, going down, releasing. These are the atomic events described in the previous section. Longer events, from about 10 to 30 seconds, may be defined in relationship to some straightforward intentional act: the events described above, seen on this time-scale, form a handshake. From a few minutes to a few hours, events seem to be characterized by plots, i.e. the goals and plans of their participants, or by socially conventional forms of activity. Perhaps the handshake was part of signing a treaty. On long enough time-scales it may be that events are characterized thematically. In this example, perhaps the treaty signing was part of an event called a “peace process.” In general, it seems that as we increase the time-scale of our view, events become less physically characterized and more defined by the goals, plans, intentions and traits of their participants.

Barker and Wright (1954) give a related characterization of the nature of behavior parts at different time-scales. They argue that small units tend to be related to minor subgoals and thus may go unnoticed by the participants. Large units, which may be related to large ongoing goals, may go similarly unnoticed. Between these two extremes are behavior episodes. In Figure 1, “walking to school” is likely to be a salient goal, but neither “stepping down from the curb” nor “climbing to the top in life” seems likely to be present to the mind of a perceiver at that moment.
Time, Objects and Events

There is at least one failure of the analogy between objects and events that is probably important for understanding event perception. Any given instance of an object (say, a particular teacup) persists across time, while events are necessarily ephemeral. This difference is easy to see when one considers a medium in which time is represented by space: comics. Comics depend critically on the difference between how objects and events behave with respect to time, exploiting the failure of the normal limits on event segmentation for artistic effect. As McCloud (1993) has pointed out (see Figure 2), the creator of a comic can control the way time is segmented by manipulating placement and features of panels. McCloud goes so far as to assert that the perception of time in comics is in fact determined more by the content of the frame than by these representational devices.

The difference in the role played by time in object perception and event perception has several consequences. First, it means that for objects we have the ability to recognize a particular instance as such, to recognize a particular coffee cup rather than simply recognize it as an instance of a coffee cup. A given event occurs exactly once, so while we can perceptually categorize it as, say, an instance of a restaurant visit, we will never experience that particular gastronomic indulgence again. In other words, we can perceptually categorize events, but not perceptually identify them. Of course, on the other hand we can identify individual events in memory. Moreover, technologies such as theater and recordings make it possible to have experiences that may approximate repeated perception of an event—though these experiences were surely not part of the environment in which the human cognitive architecture evolved.)
Second, when we consider applying how people categorize, segment, or interact with objects to understanding event perception, we should focus particularly on conditions in which exposure to the object in question is fleeting. Our perception of the parts of events is analogous to the identification of object parts based on one visual fixation. Under normal conditions for studying object perception (and most of the time in life outside the laboratory), observers are exposed to objects for some length of time, allowing for repeated viewings, multiple views, and perhaps even interactive exploration. When visually processing objects in one fixation, attention can be driven by prior expectations to one or another feature of the object, but the observer only has one chance to collect information about the stimulus. Similarly, when processing an event, attention may be guided by conceptual expectations, prior experience with that class of event, or perceptual characteristics of the part of the event that has unfolded so far, but each moment in time is (of course) experienced only once. (see also Miller & Johnson-Laird, 1976, Ch. 2)

This excursion into object structure perception contributes four points to the understanding of event structure perception. First, both objects and events form partonomic structures. Second, both objects and events form taxonomic structures, with a privileged basic level. Third, for both objects and events, there are systematic relationships between partonomy and taxonomy: at the basic level, objects and events are characterized by good parts. Finally, there is an important difference between objects and events: Objects can be reexamined—and as a result, re-identified—while a given event can only be experienced once.

**Event Segmentation**

We have seen that the similarities between objects and events suggest fruitful methods for exploring event structure perception. So do their
differences. Object part boundaries are arranged in space, so for objects, perception of part boundaries can proceed at least in part in parallel. However, if we ask observers to report the location or other features of object part boundaries, they must do so serially, making it difficult to elicit object part boundaries without disrupting the way in which they are normally processed. For events, on the other hand, part boundaries occur primarily with respect to time. This means that a simple procedure can be designed to allow observers to report the event boundaries they perceive as they happen, without overly disrupting the normal processes of event perception.

Such a procedure has been developed by Newtson and his colleagues (Newtson, 1973). Observers watch a film or videotape of an event and simply tap a key “whenever, in [their] judgment, one unit ends and another begins.” The points in time at which observers tap are called “breakpoints.” It has been reported that repeated testing of the same observer produces similar breakpoints, and that there is reasonably good agreement across observers as to what the breakpoints are (Newtson & Engquist, 1976). As was described previously, breakpoints tend to correspond to points at which the most physical features of the action are changing (Newtson et al., 1977).

This objective basis of event boundaries, combined with reasonable inter-rater reliability, argues for their psychological salience. This conclusion is strengthened by a set of studies of the role of breakpoints in event comprehension and memory (Newtson & Engquist, 1976). In the first of these experiments, brief deletions in a film were better detected when made at breakpoints than non-breakpoints. In the second, slide shows made from sequences of breakpoints were more intelligible than slide shows made from sequences of non-breakpoints, and were easier to reorder when presented out of order. In the final experiment, recognition memory was found to be better for
breakpoints than for non-breakpoints. While these experiments examined relatively brief activity sequences (on the order of minutes, with segments on the order of tens of seconds), similar results have been obtained at longer time-scales (Boltz, 1992b; Boltz, 1995).

A number of results obtained with this event segmentation technique suggest that observers actively modulate the level at which they divide activity into events. Observers can be induced to subdivide activity at a range of levels. The simplest way to do this is by direct instruction: ask observers for either the largest or smallest units with which they feel comfortable (Lassiter, Stone, & Rogers, 1988; Newtson, 1973). However, viewers also spontaneously adjust their level of segmentation, depending on their knowledge or goals. People tend to divide the stream of behavior into smaller units when it is unpredictable (Newtson, 1973; Vallacher & Wegner, 1987; Wilder, 1978a; Wilder, 1978b), or when they are instructed to focus on the task rather than impressions of the actor (Cohen & Ebbesen, 1979). In one study, grade-school students were asked to segment a videotape of another child. Providing information about the subject of the videotape before viewing led to the production of larger units (Graziano, Moore, & Collins, 1988). This sort of spontaneous variation in segmentation level has been argued to reflect an impetus to maintain a coherent understanding of what is happening around us, while expending minimal perceptual/cognitive resources. When a coarse temporal grain is insufficient to achieve this understanding, we shift to a finer grain of encoding (Newtson, 1973). A similar argument has been made for perception of our own activities (Vallacher & Wegner, 1987).

However they are induced, smaller units lead to better recognition memory for the physical characteristics of the activity (Hanson & Hirst, 1989; Lassiter et al., 1988; Newtson & Engquist, 1976). There is currently some debate
about whether this holds for recall memory as well (Hanson & Hirst, 1989; Hanson & Hirst, 1991; Lassiter & Slaw, 1991). If we accept the speculative generalization given in the previous section, that events tend to become less tied to physical activity as they are viewed on longer time-scales, we should expect superior memory for the physical characteristics of events when they are encoded in shorter temporal units.

**Partonomies and Event Segmentation**

We have previously seen that part information is valuable for recognizing object and events. We will shortly describe evidence that partonomic hierarchies play a substantial role in text comprehension and memory, and in event comprehension. It is therefore natural to ask if and how people actively construct partonomic representations of ongoing activity as it happens. Newtson and his colleagues have argued that against the cognitive representational view of event perception (Newtson et al., 1987). They claim that the structure of event perception can be fully accounted for by the “topology” of the behavior stream, that is by its perceptual characteristics. By this view of event perception as a stimulus-driven phenomenon, the parts of events are identified based purely on perceptual characteristics such as points of maximal change in physical features. Ebbesen (1980) gives two arguments against the view that observers spontaneously construct a partonomic hierarchy of activity. First, it may be incorrect to assert that representations of event parts exert obligatory or primary effects. The cognitive structure employed is argued to depend flexibly on the task being performed. Other orthogonal structures, such as schemata for personality types, may exert primary control of many tasks. Second, there may be multiple layers of event representation, such as an abstract or impressionistic code and a detailed recording, that are not hierarchically related.
Indirect evidence on the structure of perceptual event segmentation comes from a study by Dickman (1963). In this experiment, a film sequence was divided by the experimenter into a series of fine-grained event parts. Experimental participants then grouped these parts into larger units. Considering event beginnings and endings separately, there was good agreement across participants. However, considering beginnings and endings together led to relatively poor agreement. This apparent paradox was resolved by noting that coders tended to use different unit sizes, and that a single grouping of a coder who used large units might contain several groupings of another coder who used smaller groupings. Across coders, the structure that emerged was a partonomic hierarchy. Though suggestive, this finding bears only weakly on perception, because the experimental participants started with the pre-segmented sequence, rather than something close to the perceptual event itself.

More recently, we have collected direct evidence suggesting that in fact the human perceptual system does actively encode ongoing activity in terms of partonomic hierarchies (Zacks, Tversky, & Iyer, submitted). We presented observers with videotapes of four everyday, goal-directed activities: making a bed, doing the dishes, fertilizing houseplants, and assembling a saxophone. Each participant segmented all four activities twice, once under instructions to produce the smallest units that were natural and meaningful, and once under instructions to produce the largest units that were natural and meaningful. One group also described each unit after tapping to mark its end. Order was counterbalanced, and there was a delay between the two segmentation sessions. We observed a hierarchical relationship such that large-unit boundaries were disproportionately likely to also be small-unit boundaries. This pattern is similar to that observed by Newtson (1973) using a between-subjects design (but see Ebbesen, 1980).
hierarchical structure effect was somewhat more pronounced for the familiar activities (making a bed and doing the dishes) than for unfamiliar ones (fertilizing houseplants and assembling a saxophone), and more pronounced when observers described the activity as it happened than when they simply segmented the activity. These interactions imply that cognitive representations of events influence segmentation in a top-down fashion, in addition to bottom-up perceptual information.

Another approach to studying structure in event perception has been taken by Hanson and Hanson (1996). They modeled observers’ event segmentation using a recurrent neural network. The pattern of hidden unit activations across time was suggestive of a hierarchical organization to the behavior. Further, the network showed two properties that may help explain the nature of the mechanisms driving event structure perception. First, it was influenced both by bottom-up and top-down processing: Bottom-up processing comes from activation of internal representations (patterns over the hidden nodes) by characteristic perceptual activation (patterns over the input nodes), while top-down processing comes from the hidden nodes’ tendency to resist changes in activation (due to the recurrent connections). Second, the network’s learned expectancies about event durations influenced the network’s sensitivity to new perceptual information.

Together, the mass of data from the segmentation technique and related approaches argues strongly for a bottom-up component to event structure perception: event unit boundaries are conditioned on physical features of the activity. However, effects of experience, instruction, and expectation on segmentation patterns argue for top-down influences. The segmentation technique provides a method for directly observing these influences in observers’ behavior.
Causality

The study of causal perception provides another window on top-down and bottom-up processing of event structure. The perception of causality may be a key feature in defining event structure, because the moments at which we perceive causal interactions taking place (one billiard ball launching another, a skidding car stopped by a lamp-post) tend to be critical to the structure. In describing a comprehensive set of studies, Michotte (1963) argued that physical causality is epitomized by the phenomenon of “ampliation of the motion.” In this analysis, the perception of causality is a temporally limited phenomenon that is characterized by a tension between the individuality of the objects in question and the perceptual integrity of a motion that transfers from one object to another. When one object contacts another and gives the percept of “launching” it, there are clearly two spatial displacements involved. The launcher is displaced and the launchee is displaced, and these displacements are different. However, when the causal percept of launching occurs, there is a short period of time during which the motion of the launcher is projected onto the launchee, and there is only one motion perceived.

Now, such causal interactions between objects are likely to correspond to “contour discontinuities” in the temporally extended event, i.e., to maxima in the physical features of the objects. Thus, they tend to have the perceptual characteristics of event part boundaries. In the case of a simple launching effect, the moment of the causal percept occurs when the launcher stops and the launchee starts. This is precisely where the most physical features of the activity are changing. Thus, we would predict that the most causally “loaded” moments in an event would be the points at which observers would tend to subdivide it. (To the best of our knowledge this prediction has not been tested.)
More generally, we can ask: What do causes do? Simple low-level goals are often satisfied by the occurrence of a particular physical movement that is perceived causally. As examples of “launching” effects that coincide with goal satisfactions, think of a hockey player hitting a puck or a cook flipping a pancake. Often, they satisfy goals. Thus, even for cases where Michotte’s theory of the perception of physical causality is not clearly applicable, it may be the case that moments of maximal feature changes tend to correspond to the satisfaction of goals. This might be an explanation for the importance (noted previously) of these physical event part boundaries in event identification (Newtson et al., 1977). If we categorize events in part by matching them to stored representations of goal relationships, moments of causal interaction should be especially important for identifying candidate goal relationships.

The physical parameters of perceived causal events provide information about bottom-up processing of event structure. At the same time, these perceptually significant configurations can be tied to top-down cognition about goals and intentions. Thus, Michotte’s pioneering studies provide a bridge between direct, data-driven perception and complex cognition.

This excursion into event segmentation makes three important points for the study of event structure. First, the temporal parts of events can be effectively studied using on-line segmentation techniques. Second, events appear to be perceived in terms of a partonomic structure. Third, events possess a causal perceptual structure as well as a partonomic perceptual structure, and the two may be highly correlated.

**Characterizing Event Units**

The previous sections have dealt with relations between event parts: partonomic relations across timescales, taxonomic relations across levels of generality, and segmentation relations within a timescale. However, within an
event unit at a given timescale and taxonomic level there may be salient features that play a role in event structure perception. **Qualitative** features of event units can be discovered by linguistically analyzing the general patterns in how we talk about events and by experimentally examining descriptions of events. **Quantitative** features of event units can be discovered by looking at the statistical properties of perceptually meaningful event units. In this section we will see that both types of analysis support the view that thinking and talking about events depends on structured representations.

**Qualitative Characterizations**

**Structural Features of Event Language**

The ways in which language carves up activity provide information about our categories for events. One promising place to start is the consideration of motion events. Talmy (1975) argues that there is a paradigmatic structure to motion events: they consist of **figure** (which is a nominal), a **motion** (which is a verb), a **path** (which is a prepositional) and a **ground** (which is a nominal). All sentences that express a motion situation express this structure, though different languages particularize it in different ways. Motion situations are more general than might at first be obvious, covering sentences such as “It rained into the room,” and “The bottle was floating in the cove,” along with more obvious cases such as “The ball rolled across the border.”

One can easily generate a psychological theory from this linguistic account: The building-blocks of events should be temporal units in which the figure, motion, path and ground are constant. A change in any of those features of the situation constitutes a new atomic event. Consider a scene in which a person is riding a ski lift. As she gets off the lift and continues by skiing (a change in the motion), it seems likely this would be perceived as a new event. When she turns (a change in path) at the base of a ski jump, that also seems
likely to mark a psychological event boundary. Finally, as she accelerates down the jump, and then leaves it and continues in free flight (a change in ground), that would likely be perceived as another new event.

However, it’s not clear from this analysis what a change in the figure of the motion would be. It may be that changes in figure play a different role in event perception: focusing attention on a particular part of the perceptual world. (Consider the following pair of sentences: “Sonia’s hand raised the poisoned cup to her lips. Her eyes looked questioningly at Jean-Luc.” The second sentence doesn’t describe a new event, but focuses the reader on a new set of features.) Event structure perception is then driven by changes in the motion, path or ground relative to the currently attended figure.

The relationship between the observational characterization of activity given by Barker and Wright (1954, see “Partonomies and Taxonomies of Events” above), and the linguistic characterization of motion sentences given by Talmy (1975), can be seen by comparing the basic features in each scheme. The features path, object, and ground in Talmy’s theory have clear parallels in three of Barker and Wright’s features: physical direction, object, and behavior setting. However, we should keep in mind that Talmy’s linguistic account is much broader in time-scale, accounting for atomic events (e.g. “Rick raised his right arm”) as well as molar events (e.g. “The plane took off for France”).

This theoretical analysis suggests that discourse about activity is governed by structured representations of events. This position is supported by recent work on verb tense and aspect. A convincing case can be made that linguistic phenomena such as adverbial modification and argument structure for verbs can best be understood by reference to a structured representation of events (Pustejovsky, 1991). Grammatical considerations distinguish states from processes, accomplishments from non-accomplishments. Adverbial scope can be
explained naturally when verbs are understood to quantify over events; event part structure provides a consistent way to resolve ambiguity. Thus, linguistic structure points to an underlying representation of events with internal structure of their own.

Further, temporal reference (tense, aspect, etc.) can be well explained in terms of a cognitive representation of goals and preparatory processes in the service of goals. Moens and Steedman (1988) argue that the representations underlying event descriptions reify a goal state or culmination and a preparatory process or antecedent. For example, “Harry has reached the top” marks an antecedent in which Harry wasn’t at the top and a culmination, in which he is. “Harry climbed to the top” marks a preparatory process (climbing) and its culmination. Based on this characterization, they give accounts of aspect, tense, temporal focus and reference to future events. They argue that many cases that on the surface appear to be temporal references actually refer to contingency relations between antecedents and goals. In the case of “Harry climbed to the top,” the tense of climbed marks the contingency relation between climbing and reaching the top. Thus, event representations are (a) structured and (b) closely tied to goals and causes.

Recently, Narayanan (1997) has accounted for several features of aspect using a computational model that ties verb semantics to structured representations of events based on physical motor-control primitives such as goal, periodicity, iteration, final state, duration, and parameters such as force and effort. The model is explicitly structured, and includes recursive and iterative devices for handling partonomic event structure.

There is also evidence that observers use causal features of event representations to formulate utterances. For example, Wolff & Gentner (1995) found a difference between verb constructions that correlated with differences in
causal perception. When asked to describe direct causation in simple events, viewers tended to use lexical causatives (e.g. “sunk”), whereas when asked to describe indirect causation they tended to use periphrastic causatives (e.g. “made sink”). For describing the movements inanimate objects (marbles), viewers were unlikely to use a lexical causative unless the objects made physical contact. When the marble’s movement was initiated by a person, they were substantially more likely to use a lexical causative in the absence of physical contact—though contact still increased lexicalization. Both physical contact and initiation by an animate agent are diagnostic of a unified causal sequence, and both increased the tendency to use lexical causatives.

Descriptions of Ongoing Events

These architectural features of talk about events suggest that when people speak, they rely on structured representations. We have recently observed evidence from experimentally-manipulated descriptions of ongoing activity that supports the view that people spontaneously construct partonomic event representations, and that these representations are important for speaking. In the segmentation experiment described previously (Zacks & Tversky, submitted, see “Event Segmentation” above), we asked some observers to describe each unit as they segmented the activity. Each observer produced two sets of descriptions and two sets of unit boundaries for each activity, one at the smallest natural and meaningful timescale, and the other at the largest. Overall, the descriptions tended to be telegraphic accounts of actions on objects (e.g., “moves things aside,” “opening the pillowcase”).

There were systematic differences between descriptions of large and small units. Large-unit descriptions tended to specify objects more precisely than small-unit descriptions: In large-unit descriptions, objects were mentioned more often, were pronominalized less often, and were more semantically precise.
Small-unit descriptions tended to specify actions more precisely than large-unit descriptions: In small-unit descriptions, verbs were repeated less often and were more semantically precise. Large units tended to be divided by objects and small units by different actions on the same object.

Moreover, the partonomic structure of the activity that appeared in participants’ segmentation patterns also was reflected in their descriptions of small units. Based on the location of the large-unit boundaries, we singled out the small-unit descriptions that occurred adjacent to a large-unit boundary. For almost every syntactic or semantic feature we examined, these “special” small-unit descriptions were more similar to the large-unit descriptions than were the remaining small-unit descriptions. Together, these results suggest that the same partonomic structures that influence observers’ segmentation of ongoing activity affect their descriptions.

**Quantitative Characterizations**

Event units can be characterized in terms of their qualitative properties, or statistically in terms of where they tend to occur. In this regard they resemble units of speech such as phonemes, syllables, or words. A growing body of research suggests that humans are sensitive to the statistical properties of language such that they can learn what the units of a language are based on their statistical properties alone. Saffran and her colleagues have shown that humans can learn the words of a simple artificial language based only on the transitional properties between syllables. This holds for adults (Saffran, Newport, & Aslin, 1996b) as well as infants (Aslin, Saffran, & Newport, 1998; Saffran, Aslin, & Newport, 1996a), and can take place even when the learners are not attending to the language they are hearing (Saffran, Newport, Aslin, Tunick, & et al., 1997). These behavioral findings are consistent with computation results showing that there are efficient algorithms for discovering word boundaries from available
transition probabilities in appropriate corpora from which the word boundaries have been deleted (Brent, 1999; Dahan & Brent, in press).

Similar results have been found for non-linguistic events in a limited domain. Avrahami and Kareev (1994) showed adult observers sequences formed from 3-second cartoon clips. A control group viewed a random sequence and was asked to indicate where the most significant natural break occurred. A new training sequence was then constructed, in which a sub-sequence of clips centered on the major break was embedded repeatedly, with intervening random clips. An experimental group then viewed this training sequence followed by the original sequence. After training, they tended to divide the original sequence before or after the previously-repeated sub-sequence, rather than within it, as the control subjects had done. This indicates that they had learned from the training tape (without explicit instruction) to treat the sub-sequence as a unit. In a subsequent experiment, participants were exposed to sequences that contained a repeating sub-sequence. This was embedded either in a context of surrounding clips that was either fixed or variable. Recognition memory for the repeating sub-sequence was reliably better for the variable-context group. In a third experiment, a similar manipulation was applied and recall was tested. For the group that saw sub-sequences repeat in varying contexts, there was a greater tendency for clips within a sub-sequence to cue each other during recall. Together, these results indicate that participants learned the sub-sequence boundaries based solely on their transitional probabilities, that they did so without explicit instruction, and that the learned sub-sequences cohered in later cognition. Cognitive representations of real-world events may arise in the same way. However, one caveat is in order: the materials used here were film sequences constructed so that the recurring basic units were exact repetitions of the same clips. This is
unrealistic in that within a basic unit the movement sequence, background, setting, and objects are all identical from instance to instance. Thus, participants may have been learning based on simple features of the film clips that are not available in real experiences.

In a similar vein, Byrne (in press) has argued that animals can learn to imitate behavior without a causal or intentional understanding of the behavior, based only on the statistical properties of the behavior. As a prerequisite, the animal must segment the stream of behavior into discrete items. Then, patterns can be identified based on related segments’ tendency to co-occur. Identified patterns can be copied, and potentially related to causes and intentions.

This kind of event-unit learning has not been directly modeled, but can be captured in the abstract by a computation model of semantic associations, Latent Semantic Analysis, or LSA (e.g., Deerwester, Dumais, Landauer, Furnas, & Beck, 1988; Landauer, 1998; Landauer & Dumais, 1997). LSA learns the relatedness between any two basic units based on their probability of co-occurrence, relative to their overall frequency. It can infer larger chunks in a sequence of basic units by identifying transitions between adjacent units where this relatedness is low. Thus far, the model has only been applied to situations in which the basic units are written words, but Landauer and Dumais (1997) have argued that the same model can be applied to events, provided that features to identify the basic units can be identified (no small task).

In both the language-learning and the event learning cases, the experimental data show that humans can learn based on purely statistical properties—by removing all the other information available. In the real world, statistical co-occurrence is not arbitrary. Rather, sub-sequences tend to repeat because they form components of larger plans (Newell & Simon, 1972), because they constitute parts of a behavior setting (Barker, 1963; Barker & Wright, 1954),
or because they are generated by a common causal mechanism (Michotte, 1963). Thus statistical learning may be a powerful way for learners to bootstrap themselves into appropriate associations between bottom-up perceptual information about the world and top-down cognitive understanding.

This excursion has demonstrated that individual event units can be analyzed in terms of both qualitative and quantitative features. We have seen that both kinds of information about individual events contribute to understanding the relationships between events.

**Structured Representations of Events**

For event categories that recur in our lives, our perceptions and actions are shaped by this repeated experience. One proposal is that they are guided by schemata that capture the common patterns of intercorrelations. (Our characterization of how event schemata work basically follows Rumelhart and Ortony, 1977. See also Rumelhart, 1980.) Repeated exposure to an event category leads to the creation of a schema for that category. These schemata have several distinctive characteristics. They provide for variable binding, which allows for accounts of goals and roles in perceived activity. They provide for embedding, which allows for an account of the partonomic structure of activity. They provide for varied levels of abstraction, which allows for taxonomic structure in activity. Finally, schemata represent knowledge rather than definitions, which allows for adaptive, probabilistic perception engaging a fluid interplay of bottom-up and top-down processing. These features give event schemata considerable power to describe phenomena in attention, cognition, memory, and action.

Event schemata provide a framework for on-line effortful cognition about ongoing activity as well as attentional deployment. By embedding, they can capture the partonomic structure of events—the way many events consist of
discrete parts, and those parts in turn consist of parts. They relate actors’ goals to this part structure by binding variables. Most of the time, people do things with goals in mind. Interpreting action in terms of goals may also be a productive strategy for interacting with animals and even non-living things (Dennett, 1987). This tracking of relations between goals and temporal structure is a valuable feature of an event representation.

According to schema theory, recognizing an event as an instance of a category consists of matching it to a schema stored in memory. Understanding what is going on consists of matching features of the perceptual world to variables in the schema. In ongoing perception, missing information is filled in by reference to the patterns of intercorrelation captured by the schema, leading to a fluid interplay of bottom-up and top-down processing.

**Text Comprehension and Memory**

Event schemata figure prominently in several theories of narrative comprehension, particularly those based on scripts, story grammars, or situation models (e.g., Rumelhart, 1977; Schank & Abelson, 1977; van Dijk & Kintsch, 1983; Zwaan & Radvansky, 1998). Scripts, story grammars, and situation models are particular versions of event schemata; all are characterized by partonomic structure. This has been a rich area for research, and is relevant to event structure perception because the same knowledge structures that are important for understanding stories about events probably are important for perceiving real events.

One indication that partonomically organized event schemata play a role in story understanding comes from studies of comprehension time for questions about stories and for stories themselves. In one study, Foss and Bower (1986) had participants read about a procedure (for joining a club) that required the satisfaction of a number of hierarchically organized goals. They found that the
time it took to answer true-false questions about the possible order of events in the situation depended on the distance of the events in the hierarchical structure: Events that were farther apart and had more branches between them took longer to verify. However, people apparently do not always use part structure in searching memory for texts. In a follow-up study, Franklin and Bower (1988) found that, though participants were able to produce the implicit hierarchical structure on request, their time to answer true-false questions was predicted simply by the linear distance of the events in time—and questions about events that were far apart in time were answered more quickly (an inverse distance effect). The critical difference between the two studies seems to be the nature of the testing: Franklin and Bower tested participants repeatedly on the same material. It may be that with repeated testing, participants recoded the material as a simple list of actions, ordered in time, disregarding their goal relationships.

Another piece of evidence, though a weak one, is the lack of a graded distance effect in story reading time. If a story were represented solely in terms of linear time or local relations, one would expect that when two adjacent sentences describe temporally distant sub-events, reading time would be longer than for temporally proximal sub-events. Within simple stories in which all the statements form natural sub-parts of one superordinate part, such graded distance effects have difficult to generate (Abelson, 1981; Bower et al., 1979). If the partonomic relations between events and sub-events are directly represented, this may override the local or linear relations, explaining this result.

Event schemata have also been implicated in memory for stories. Rumelhart and Ortony (1977) identify two ways in which schemata can influence memory. First, the initial encoding of an event can be distorted by the schema(ta) that are activated at the time. Second, recall is presumed to be a reconstructive process that draws on schematic structure as well as partial traces.
from the original event. Evidence can be found pointing to both processes, though they are often difficult to disentangle. In one experiment, Rumelhart (1977) presented readers with stories that had been analyzed in terms of partonomic schemata. After a delay, they recalled the stories and their responses were coded in terms of the same organization. Delayed recall was characterized by a pruning of the hierarchy such that fine-grained events were collapsed into larger units, suggesting that the initial fine-grained information had been encode in terms of its relationship to larger-grained events.

When events are encoded in terms of a schema, this structure can influence later reconstructive memory. In one experiment, participants were given a test of recognition memory after reading a script-based story. When lures were chosen to be plausible parts of the script, false recognition rates were high. In a following experiment, event parts were presented in the text in an atypical order; during a later memory test there was a tendency to falsely remember them in the typical order (Bower et al., 1979). In a similar study, such inference-based false alarms were found to be asymmetric. Participants read stories that explicitly named either actions (parts) or scenes (wholes). Later, they were more likely to falsely recognize sentences that named scenes based on inferences from actions that had been presented than sentences that named actions based on scenes that had been presented, though both types of lure were plausible inferences (Abbott et al., 1985).

Similar results obtain for memory of videotapes, a stimulus type that is closer to “live” events than stories. Recall of videotapes of human activity is characterized by a hierarchical pattern of recall. Memory for actions that are relevant to the event schema is better than memory for schema-irrelevant actions. As with memory for texts, the order of sub-events tends to revert with time to the schema-normal order (Lichtenstein & Brewer, 1980). As with texts,
activation of a schema can lead to false recognition of actions implied by that schema. Further, the same action is better recognized and better recalled when it is part of an activated event schema than when it is not, and recall for details within an event segment tends to be all-or-none (Brewer & Dupree, 1983).

Structural features of a videotape that highlight the hierarchical structure of the activity portrayed have been shown to improve memory for the activity. Boltz (1992a; 1995) showed participants videotapes of a spy drama. Commercials were placed either at “breakpoints” between major idea units (as rated by a group of observers) or at control locations. Viewers who saw the version with commercials placed at breakpoints had superior recall and recognition memory for the story content and better recognition memory for the temporal order of the scenes (Boltz, 1992a). They also had better memory for the duration of the stimulus (Boltz, 1995). These results indicate that placing the commercial breaks to correspond with the structure in the activity portrayed made it easier for viewers to encode the activity accurately.

Hierarchical patterns of recall, and influences of goals on memory for activity, have been found for stories in young children (Hudson, 1988; Trabasso & Stein, 1994; van den Broek, Lorch, & Thurlow, 1996), and for simple events in infants as young as 15 months (Bauer & Mandler, 1989; Travis, 1997).

This research on event schemata in text comprehension and memory is closely tied to work on situation models (e.g., Johnson-Laird, 1983; van Dijk & Kintsch, 1983; Zwaan & Radvansky, 1998). A situation model is a representation of the activity described by a discourse, which captures some of the qualitative (and sometimes quantitative) features of the situation described. The model can then drive bridging inferences and allow for problem solving in a more psychologically plausible fashion than propositional inference. Situation model theorists have analyzed text comprehension as the on-line construction of a
situation model while processing a text. A given situation model is an instantiation of a schema, that is, it is a token while the schema is a type (Zwaan & Radvansky, 1998).

Situation models, like event schemata and scripts, include partonomic relationships. In comprehending a text, a reader extracts higher-level structural information about the activity, and this “macrostructure” has a recursive organization. In complex texts, the macrostructure may be explicitly reified in the texts by features such as chapter headings and subheadings (van Dijk & Kintsch, 1983). Thus, models derived from text comprehension necessarily conflate information about the structure of the situation with information about the structure of the text qua text, because authors tend to build in redundancy between the two to assist readers.

The situation-model account that is most strongly tied to a theory of event structure is the event-indexing model (Radvansky, Zwaan, Federico, & Franklin, 1998; Zwaan, Langston, & Graesser, 1995). In this model, events are individuated based on five features: time, space, intentionality, causality, and protagonist. Temporal structure in particular seems to play a powerful role in organizing memory retrieval, and is especially useful in narrative comprehension because it is marked by every sentence in the text.

Goals and Structured Representations

Why do we do things? The very fact that this question can be asked and answered in specific instances reveals that much activity is goal-directed. Theorists have suggested that the goal-directed nature of activity is exploited by the cognitive system in understanding the actions of others (Abelson, 1981; Bower, 1982; Bower et al., 1979; Rumelhart, 1977) and of ourselves (Vallacher & Wegner, 1987). Two characteristics of goal-directed activity are particularly relevant. First, goals can be recursively decomposed into subgoals, generating a
partonomy. Second, goal-directed activity exhibits recurrent intercorrelated patterns of activities that can be captured by schemata (Rumelhart, 1980; Rumelhart & Ortony, 1977), frames (Minsky, 1972), or scripts (Schank & Abelson, 1977). In what follows, we will refer to goal-directed hierarchical knowledge structures for representing events as “event schemata.”

Goal decomposition gives event schemata the characteristics of partonomic hierarchies. If an observer (call her “Olivia”) witnesses a person wearing a mask and carrying a gun enter a bank, chances are she will infer a higher-level goal: to rob the bank. She may infer a still higher-level goal: to acquire money. This default inference can be over-ridden (e.g. if Olivia then learns the robber is a performance artist who has a history of breaking into banks and taking only the rubber bands). The goal-orientedness of event schemata allows prediction of future activity and inference of missing information. For example, Olivia can predict that the robber will head for the safe. Upon exiting with a bulging sack, she can infer the sack’s contents (money—or perhaps rubber bands). Thus, goal-directed event schemata are probably important for comprehending activity.

The goal-directed nature of behavior formed the basis of Newell and Simon’s (1972) General Problem Solver, a pioneering computer model of problem-solving for planning. In the model, a high-level goal is recursively broken down into lower-level goals until the outstanding lower-level goals can be satisfied. For example, “getting to Boston” can be decomposed into “getting to the airport,” plus “getting on a plane.” “Getting to the plane” can in turn be decomposed into “getting to the bus stop” plus “getting on a bus.” This decomposition continues until the outstanding goals are represented as primitives in the computer program. Rumelhart and Ortony (1977) postulate behavioral primitives that play a similar role in human behavior.
The relationship between sub-goals and sub-parts is illustrated nicely by Barker and Wright’s example shown in Figure 1. Here, the recursive part structure mirrors an implicit goal structure. “Stepping down from the curb” is not only a part of “crossing street” but is also a sub-goal.

Event schemata bring together temporal (partonomic) structure and goal information. The event segmentation data described previously support the view that observers actively employ such structures as they watch activity. Recall that in the event segmentation study conducted by Zacks and his colleagues, event segmentation was more hierarchical for familiar activities, and more hierarchical when observers described the activity while segmenting it (Zacks et al., submitted, see “Event Segmentation” above). Familiarity indexes the degree to which one has a schema for an activity, which explains the first effect. The second effect suggests describing the activity primes the relevant schema, because the schema provides the inference and predictive power necessary for composing a description.

There is also direct support for the importance of goals in event perception. In one study, Thibadeau (1986) examined the perceptual segmentation of a simple animated film by a large number of observers. He coded frames in the film based on two properties: which character(s) in the film for which the frame showed a satisfied goal, and the degree of intentionality reflected in the action of the frame. Both properties were predictive of the likelihood that observers would perceptual segment the film at a given location. Baldwin and Baird (1999) have argued that infants possess the foundations of a system for segmenting activity by its intentional structure. By identifying characteristic recurring patterns of physical activity that are diagnostic of actors’ intentions, infants are able to parse activity into meaningful structures. In one experiment, Baird and her colleagues presented infants with a videotaped
sequence for which intentionally relevant boundaries (breakpoints) had been previously identified. They inserted pauses into the videotape either at these intentional breakpoints or at appropriate control intervals that interrupted the intentional structure of the activity. They found that infants looked longer at the intention-interrupting sequences than at the sequences with pauses at the breakpoints (Baird, Saylor, & Baldwin, 1999).

**Action and Perception**

There is some evidence that the same schema-based processes that drive perception of others’ activity influence our perception of our own actions. This issue has been addressed extensively by Vallacher and Wegner (1987). As noted above, perception of one’s own activity shows a hierarchical structure. Higher levels in this structure tend to correspond to longer-term goals and to maintenance of one’s self-concept, while lower-level goals address the specifics of how an action is performed. The lower the level of encoding, the more susceptible to reinterpretation an action is, because a low-level action can occur in the context of multiple higher-level goals (i.e. multiple event schemata). Vallacher and Wegner argue for three principles governing how one understands one’s own acts. First, acts tend to be maintained with respect to their prepotent identity. Second, when both a lower and higher act identity are available, the higher level tends to become prepotent. Third, when an action cannot be maintained in terms of its prepotent activity, a lower level identity tends to become prepotent (Vallacher & Wegner, 1987, p. 4-5). The hysteresis provided by the first principle, and the tendency toward abstraction provided by the second, can lead to distortions both in current self-perception and (especially) in memory for what we’ve done and why we did it. On the other hand, under challenging circumstances, when self-perception tends to shift to a lower level of action identification, the resulting fine-grained coding may impair one’s ability to
relate what one is doing to larger-scale goals and self-concepts. For example, in one experiment forcing participants to describe their actions at a fine grain made them more susceptible to bogus feedback about their cooperativeness in the experiment (Wegner, Vallacher, Kiersted, & Dizadji, 1986).

As well as influence people’s perception of their own actions, event schemata can undoubtedly guide those actions. One way this may happen is through variable binding in a schema: Imagine being pulled to the side of the road while driving late at night. Your behavior toward the person responsible will presumably depend on whether you instantiate a “traffic ticket” schema and assign this person the role of “police officer,” or instantiate the “carjacking” schema and assign this person the role of “car thief.” Another way schemata can influence action is through prediction and inference. Standing in the batter’s box, a baseball player generally predicts there will be a pitch arriving shortly and behaves appropriately: crouching, eyeing the pitcher, etc..

The way an event schema drives action will depend on the level at which the current action is encoded. Changes in level of encoding are often adaptive. For example, if uncertainty or unpredictability causes a cyclist to switch from encoding her activity as “riding down Alpine Road” to “avoiding an upcoming stump,” this is likely to improve her chances of safely navigating the obstacle. On the other hand, the pitfalls of concentrating on the wrong level are potentially serious. If a noise coming from the bicycle chain were to shift our cyclist’s attention all the way to the level of “turning the pedal,” this could lead to her “missing the big picture,” perhaps with disastrous consequences. (See also Vallacher & Wegner, 1987.)

There is neurophysiological evidence for a tight relationship between the perception and performance of actions, at least on a fine temporal grain. Rizzolatti and his colleagues have shown that there are neurons in the premotor
cortex of the monkey that fire both when a monkey performs a goal-directed action, and when the monkey observes another monkey (or human experimenter) perform the same action (Rizzolatti, Fadiga, Fogassi, & Gallese, in press; Rizzolatti, Fadiga, Gallese, & Fogassi, 1996). The cells can be quite specific. For example, cells have been identified that respond only to a reaching gesture with a particular style of hand grip. One may speculate that there are neural representations of larger-scale events whose activity mediates both the perception and organized performance.

**Acquiring Schemata**

In principle, the development of schemata can accommodate two sources of influence: evolutionary selection and learning. It seems likely that over evolutionary time some goals have remained salient, particularly the general goals that can also be characterized as drives: to eat, to procreate, to avoid harm. However, for much interesting behavior, the relevant goals and plans are likely to be almost entirely culturally transmitted. Thus, the most important legacy of the evolutionary forces shaping our cognitive architecture is probably a general mechanism or set of mechanisms for inferring and reasoning about goals. As was noted previously, this reasoning ability may have a perceptual analog in the form of a sensitivity to physical patterns that are diagnostic of intentional structure (Baldwin & Baird, 1999). Direct evidence for this view comes from a study in which 18-month-olds were given the opportunity to copy actions of an adult. When the adult attempted to achieve a goal but failed, the infants tended to produce the successful action rather than copy the failure. However, when shown similar sequences performed by an inanimate object, they tended to copy the literal motion sequence (Meltzoff, 1995). Further support comes from a recent study by Woodward (1998), in which infants observed sequences in which an adult reached for an object. For infants as young as five months, changes to
the object grasped were attended more than changes to the path of the grasping arm. In these sequences, the goal of the sequence is presumably to retrieve the object, and the path followed by the arm is incidental to that goal, so the result suggests that infants selectively attend to the goals of the sequences.

Some indication of how knowledge about event schemata is acquired comes from developmental studies of children’s understanding of everyday events. A number of results have suggested that when children as young as three years old are queried about everyday activities, their responses reflect the influence of hierarchically-organized event schemata that include information about the goal structure of activity (Nelson, 1986; Slackman et al., 1986). Familiarity, age, and event salience all lead to more elaborated structures (Nelson & Gruendel, 1986). One study of recall for television stories provides a detailed picture of the features of activity that drive memory organization in development (van den Broek et al., 1996). In this experiment four-year-olds, six-year-olds, and adults were presented with clips from a children’s television show. Events in the sequences had been coded in terms four features: their number of causal connections, whether they belonged to a causal chain, their content category (based on a story grammar), and their position in the story’s hierarchical goal structure. All four features predicted probability of recall for all three groups. Moreover, all four were correlated. Regression analyses indicated that the number of causal connections may drive the other effects, especially for the adults. Importantly, adults were more likely than children to describe the remembered activity in terms of goals and the events that initiated them.

Goals play a role in children’s storytelling as well as in their memory for events. In a series of studies of narrations of picture-books, Trabasso and Stein and their colleagues found that as children developed they made increasing use of hierarchically organized plans in their narrations (Trabasso & Stein, 1994).
From ages three to five there was an increase in children’s propensity to identify characters and their relations. From three to nine there were large increases in the representation of goals and their relationships to actions and outcomes. By age nine, the narrations captured as much of the goal/plan structure as did adults’ narrations.

Even for toddlers, hierarchically organized event representations have been shown to guide event perception and memory. In one study (Travis, 1997), two-year-olds were shown brief event sequences that contained two precursor actions and one of two possible goal actions. A control group was shown both possible goals. When reproducing the actions, both groups tended to cluster actions by goal. The experimental group produced more goal-relevant actions. Both patterns suggested goal-based encoding. In a second experiment, 20-month-old and 15-month-old infants were presented with sequences that contained a given action as either a precursor of a goal, or as a sequent of that goal. For both groups, the identical action was more likely to be produced when a precursor than when a sequent. In another study (Bauer & Mandler, 1989), children as young as 16 months were elicited to imitate remembered event sequences. Causal connections within the activities facilitated memory, even in the face of intervening interruptions with the sequences.

This excursion into structured event representations has a number of implications for cognition. Structured event schemata play a substantial role in cognition about events. They influence on-line processing of narrative texts as well as later memory for those texts. Memory for videotapes shows the influence of the same sorts of structures. Event schemata encode information about goals, and this structure in turn aligns with partonomic structure. Event schemata influence action as well as perception, by playing a role in planning and in how we think about our own past actions. While the precursors of event
schemata seem to be present in toddlers, event representations increase in complexity into the teens. Thus, event schemata that relate goals and part structure can capture an impressive amount of information about peoples’ conceptions of events.

**Computational Models of Event Understanding**

Much of the research we have reviewed was motivated in part by artificial intelligence models of story understanding and planning. These models have been widely analyzed (e.g., Schank, 1978; Schank & Abelson, 1977) and critiqued (e.g., Searle, 1980; Winograd & Flores, 1986). In this excursion, we will address their significance as heuristic devices for thinking about event structure perception.

Schank and Abelson’s (1977) influential script theory of story understanding was implemented in a series of computer programs that were able to produce putatively human-like patterns in comprehension for texts. SAM (for “script applier mechanism”) was a set of programs that could parse text in terms of scripts for activities, using that structure to paraphrase, summarize, translate and answer questions about the story (Cullingford, 1981). FRUMP (for “fast reading understanding and memory program”) used pared-down scripts to provide summaries of newspaper articles (Schank & Abelson, 1977). The program from this laboratory that most fully implemented the kind of schema theory described here was probably PAM (for “plan applier mechanism”). PAM explicitly represented goals and plans, inducing them from cues in a text, and interpreted statements in terms of those goals and plans (Wilensky, 1981).

Rumelhart’s (1975; 1977) schema theory of story understanding was also implemented as a computer program that could parse and summarize folk tales. Understanding was taken to be the match of a sample of input text to a hierarchical propositional representation of a schema. Summarization was
implemented by pruning the lower-level nodes of the hierarchy. Rumelhart showed that the automatically generated summaries were qualitatively similar to human-generated summaries, and also to human recall of stories from memory.

Event-based representations have also been applied to the automatic interpretation of simple motion sequences. The ABIGAIL system (Siskind, 1994) took sequences of line-drawings as its input and generates a propositional representation describing the activity. The system was based in part on an analysis of verbs that provides perceptual primitives for three classes of features of objects: support/contact relationships, motion categories, and part/sub-part relationships. The structure of the representational scheme explicitly reifies the temporal structure of the activity.

Newell and Simon’s (1972) General Problem Solver, as described previously was a computer model of planning as well as a psychological theory. More recently, Lansky (1994) has argued that actions and their relationships belong at the basis of AI planning systems. In previous systems such as GPS and its descendants, the basic representational framework refers to states of the world, and actions are represented indirectly, as transitions. In Lansky’s COLLAGE planner, the atomic units in the representation are actions rather than states or objects. This amounts to an even stronger claim that the natural way to represent planning is in terms of events and their relations.

These results constitute a set of heuristically valuable existence proofs. They demonstrate that partonomically-organized event representations can support inference, summarization, question-answering, and planning in ways that are reminiscent of human behavior. Moreover, these models embody suggestions about how the mind might represent events, which have generated substantial empirical research.
Converging Evidence

The previous sections have reviewed approaches to event structure perception from a number of different disciplines. Despite striking similarities of analysis, researchers in the varying disciplines sometimes seem unaware of each others’ work. In this section we will call out these convergences more systematically.

One area of convergence is the description of the atoms of events. As we saw earlier, philosophical treatments of action give a positive characterization of the building blocks of activity in terms of basic actions. These accounts converge with linguistic analyses of motion situations and of verb aspect to provide a definition of atomic events. A complement to the analysis of atomic events is found in schema theory. Theories of schema-based perception, action, and memory define the recursive operation of part decomposition, leading to a hierarchical event structure, but are largely silent as to the nature of the terminals in the hierarchy. They should be the smallest events that are encoded as such. Atomic events make a good candidate for these terminals. Results from event segmentation show that people can perceptually identify these event building-blocks.

There is a functional relationship between the perceptual features of events and the goals of their actors. In general, when an actor completes one goal and starts a new action in the service of another goal, a number of physical properties of the situation will change. These can include the orientation of the actor’s body, the objects with which the actor interacts, or physical features of the objects that change as a result of something that was done. For example, think of a man packing a box for shipping. Two successive goals might be “put the things in the box” and “tape the box closed.” While working on the first goal, he is bent over the box, putting the items in. On satisfying that goal, he
stands up and reaches for the tape. This moment is precisely one at which a large number of perceptual features of the situation are changing, and is also a moment at which a goal is satisfied. Thus, when observers pick out moments of maximal feature change, they also tend to be identifying points in time that will be important for understanding the goal structure of the activity. Conversely, tracking the goals of the actors can guide the observer’s attention to aspects of the physical situation that are likely to have distinctive structure.

Why is it that goal relationships tend to align with physical feature changes? Often, this occurs because causal interactions, which are important mediators of goal relationships, have distinctive physical configurations. Michotte (1963) showed that in paradigmatic cases of perceived physical causality, a single motion is projected from one object onto another. This transformation of the motion is exactly a point of large changes in physical features of the situation. At the moment one object is influencing another, many physical features of the situation are changing. Low-level goals are often satisfied or blocked by physical interactions between objects. Thus, causal interactions mediate between characteristic physical configurations and goal relationships. This alignment between goals, causes and parts can be seen on longer time-scales in planning (Newell & Simon, 1972) and narrative comprehension (van den Broek et al., 1996).

While causes bring together goals and physical features, they also bring together perception and syntax. Recall Talmy’s (1975) characterization of the syntax of motion situations. Changes in the motion, path and ground of the activity each tend to correspond to the satisfaction of goals of the actor or figure (riding the lift, reaching the ski jump, and making the jump in the example given). In general, actors achieve goals by generating actions, which seem to be
a type of motion situation. The result is a natural alignment of the goal structure of activity with the linguistic structure people use to describe it.

In sum, it seems that most activity in the world is structured. This structure reflects the goals of actors and the conventional relationships in recurring activities. It tends to be hierarchical because goals tend to be satisfied by the recursive satisfaction of sub-goals. The goal structure of activity aligns with its physical structure because the satisfaction of goals tends to give rise to distinctive physical characteristics. The distinctive physical features of causal interactions may mediate this relationship. Language in general tends to capture the features whose changes mark boundaries in activity.

Given that the world really is this way, it makes sense that our cognitive apparatus should be fitted to this structure. The structure that we actively impose upon the world amounts to a set of inferences about missing information (on a number of levels) based on past experience. Past experience can shape the system both over the course of a lifetime through learning and over evolutionary time through selection.
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Figure 1: Behavior on different time scales (Barker & Wright, 1954).

Figure 2: Because comics allow their creator to represent time with space, they provide a mechanism to control how events are segmented (McCloud, 1993).

Figure 3: Schematic diagram of the launching effect. Initially, there is one object on the left of the screen and another in the middle. The first object moves toward the second (top panel) and stops at the point at which they are touching (middle panel). The second object begins moving at this moment or with a slight delay (bottom panel) and then stops. With appropriate configurations of space and velocity, this gives rise to a strong causal percept: the first object launches the second.
A TO B: STEPPING DOWN FROM THE CURB
A TO C: CROSSING STREET
A TO D: WALKING TO SCHOOL
A TO E: WORKING TO "PASS" FROM THE THIRD GRADE
A TO F: GETTING AN EDUCATION
A TO G: CLIMBING TO THE TOP IN LIFE
The panel acts as a sort of general indicator that time or space is being divided.